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Abstract— Much research has addressed indoor localization by
integrating portable/wearable sensing and communication technologies. While GPS has dominated the outdoor environments, indoor localization schemes have to consider different observations
such as radio-frequency (RF) signals, vision or motions data, and
apply data fusion to combine various sensor inputs. In this work,
we observe that when two devices meet up, which we call “M2M
encountering”, they can collaboratively calibrate each other’s
potential locations via M2M communications. We apply this
technique to Particle Filter (PF), a common fusion technique, and
show how to take the M2M encountering opportunities, which
may happen frequently in crowded areas, to allow user devices to
collaboratively calibrate their locations. Hence, the PF technique,
which normally fuses observations from individual devices, is
extended to an inter-PF, cross-device domain. We validate our
inter-PF solution by simulations as well as a prototype system
with smartphones and ZigBee infrastructure deployed in an office
building. It is verified that inter-PF helps converge the positioning
results more rapidly, and improves location quality. Also, the
proposed encountering mechanism has potential to be applied to
other localization algorithms to improve their accuracy.

Keywords: collaborative localization, dead reckoning, M2M
communication, particle filter, wireless positioning.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Location is one of the most important contexts in our daily
lives. In most outdoor environments, GPS already provides
a solution with global coverage and acceptable accuracy.
However, in buildings or places where GPS signals are obstructed, it is needed to utilize different sorts of sensing data
under different conditions. Existing indoor positioning systems
mainly focus on: a) accuracy and precision, b) availability of
service, c) association of semantics or contexts with locations,
and d) integration of different types of positioning systems.
Due to widespread portable/wearable devices, hybrid solutions
have become a mainstream recently [1–3].
The purpose of this work is not to introduce new sensors
or solutions to attack the issues above, but to regard the
interactions among mobile devices as opportunities to improve
existing localization schemes. In a crowded area, M2M communications could occur quite frequently, which can bring a
lot of opportunities to refine users’ locations. In this work,
we observe that when two devices meet up, which we called
“M2M encountering” via M2M communications, they can
collaboratively calibrate each other’s potential locations (see
Fig. 1). We apply this concept with the particle filter (PF)
[4], which provides a sequential Monty-Carlo approximation
to the Bayesian-based model [5], and introduce a new interPF concept. By applying these concepts, our system is able to

Fig. 1.

An illustration of M2M encountering.

consider the inter-device relative distance while managing the
users’ location samples with particle filters. We show that in
addition to the accuracy improvements, a localization system
can become less dependent to infrastructures.
The primary contributions of this research are listed below:
• We introduce the inter-PF concept and propose a collaborative localization method for data fusion among PFs.
• We realize our concept by fusing the inter-device distances obtained during M2M encountering events with
users’ motions and wireless signal observations with PF.
• We present a prototype system using off-the-shelf smartphones bundled with ZigBee interfaces, which communicate with ZigBee beacons in the infrastructure. Our
M2M encountering mechanism is realized using acoustic
ranging, which is directly available in smartphones. (We
used ZigBee for localization and WiFi for communication
purpose. Other signals such as Bluetooth 4.0 can be
applied, but it is unavailable on our older smartphones.)
• We verify that M2M encountering does provide rich
opportunities to calibrate devices’ locations via both simulations and experiments. With the proposed scheme, the
improvement on localization accuracy is approximately
22-32% in corridor-dominant environments, and 11-21%
in room-dominant environments when comparing to one
without using encountering information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews some related works. Section III presents the details
of our system design. Section IV shows our simulation and
field-trial results. Section V concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Location tracking forms the foundation of location-based
services (LBS). GPS is the most common technology but
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We consider an indoor area with wireless infrastructure and
a group of users who request for localization. We exploit both
intra- and inter-PF techniques for such purpose. The goal of
intra-PF is to fuse the observations on motions and RF signals
made by individual users, while the goal of inter-PF is to fuse
the observations made among users when M2M encountering
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has limited usages in indoor environments. Therefore, radiofrequency (RF) signal fingerprinting [6], lateration [7, 8],
acoustic positioning [9, 10], and vision-based approaches [11,
12] have been proposed. On the other hand, pedestrian deadreckoning (PDR) [13, 14] methods with inertial measurement
unit (IMU) alone require no auxiliary signal, but they suffer
from accumulative errors and are unable to produce absolute
locations. As mobile technologies advance, hybrid systems
combining different schemes have been proposed. The particle
filtering technique is commonly applied to combine motion
data, wireless sensing and physical map together to form
localization results [1, 2]. UnLoc [3] identifies motion states
according to IMU patterns, construct “organic” landmarks
in the environment and update map information using the
data collected when tracking. SAIL [15] proposes to use
the PHY layer information to compute TOA and fuse the
lateration results with the IMU. Its accuracy is about 2-3 m,
but it requires extra configurations to access and report the
commonly abstracted layers on both infrastructure and devices.
Instead of working independently, collaborative systems
enable sharing of observations and localization results among
devices to improve accuracy or accumulate environmental
knowledge. In [16], a contribution scheme is proposed for
the RF fingerprinting method to reduce the calibration efforts.
In [17], a set of Bayesian and non-Bayesian collaborative
approaches are proposed and tested on a specific ultra-wide
bandwidth (UWB) wireless network. In [18], the authors use
inter-device acoustic ranging to form rigid structures and fit
them to the map using RF fingerprinting. The limitation is that
the devices have to be stationary during ranging. Reference
[19] proposes to use particle filter to fuse PDR and WiFi
positioning, and construct radio maps simultaneously with
crowd-sourcing technique. Social-Loc [20] fuses RF fingerprinting and PDR for rough localization and uses encounter
information to eliminate false candidates in wrong places, but
the result is highly dependent on the resolution of places.
Reference [21] proposes to use spring networks to calibrate the
localization results using inter-device distance measurements,
but it requires iterative processing to reach force equilibriums.
As can be seen, most collaborative schemes have focused
on integrating knowledge with devices. Real-time localization approaches using inexpensive commodity devices and
infrastructure support are still demanded. In this research, we
combine the advantages of sensor fusion and collaborative
localization together based on instant information exchange
via M2M encountering to integrate knowledge among the
tracking devices. In addition, our design requires only inexpensive sensors and simple speaker-microphone pairs, which
are available on most commodity devices.
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The operational diagram of our localization approach.

events occur. Fig. 2 illustrates the main concept. For intra-PF
data fusion, we assume that each mobile device is equipped
with some inertial sensors and an RF interface, and the area is
installed with RF base stations for fingerprinting localization.
Here, since we used older smartphones, so we utilized lowpower ZigBee in this work and left the WiFi interface for
communication purpose. But ZigBee can be replaced by any
available RF signals such as WiFi or Bluetooth. For inter-PF
data fusion, we assume that the devices can perform acoustic
ranging to find their relative distances (we use the microphones
and speakers of smartphones for this purpose).
The entire collaborative localization scheme consists of four
primary modules: a) IMU motion detection module, b) RF
fingerprinting module, c) M2M encounter module, and d) the
particle filter. Fig. 3 shows how these modules interact with the
particle filtering operations. Basically, the particle filter repeats
the particle sampling, weighting, and resampling stages iteratively. Each iteration is triggered by a displacement indicator
reported by the motion detection module. Then the system
checks whether there are location indicators provided by the
RF fingerprinting module and ranging indicators provided by
the M2M encounter module. These opportunistic locations and
ranging indicators, if any, are fused with the displacement
indicator during the particle weighting stage. Finally, in the
particle resampling stage, the filter redistributes the particle
set, outputs the estimated location, and loops back waiting
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Step detection using acceleration drop and guarding time window.
TABLE II
D ISTACE ERROR OF THE FREQUENCY MODEL IN

for the next motion event. Fig. 4 is an operational diagram
with event indicators placed on the timeline between two PFs.
The ranging and location indicators are processed during the
nearest upcoming particle weighting stage.
A. IMU Motion Detection Module
The motion detection module detects walking patterns and
outputs a displacement whenever a step is detected. The IMU
sensors considered here include an accelerometer, a gyroscope,
and a digital compass. According to the step-and-heading
human motion model [22], a step can be represented as a
displacement vector d~i = si · [cos θi , sin θi ], where si and θi
are the estimated length and orientation of step i, respectively.
Since this method has been extensively studied, we summarize
our implementation below.
1) Step Detection: This function involves monitoring the
acceleration values. When walking, a user’s body oscillates
whenever a step is taken. Suchpeffect is reflected on the
acceleration magnitude aM (t) = ax (t)2 + ay (t)2 + az (t)2 ,
where ax , ay , and az are the tri-axial accelerations. As
aM may still contain sensor noises, it is passed through an
exponential moving average (EMA) filter to remove the high
frequency noise: â(t) = α · aM (t) + (1 − α) · â(t − 1). The
obtained sequence â(t) is then sent to a drop detection method
for extracting step events. Thresholds of acceleration drop
∆a = −2 ms−2 within 0.16 s and guarding time window
∆t = 0.3 s are introduced to detect steps and remove false
ones caused by fluctuations. Fig. 5 shows an example of step
detection using these thresholds.
2) Step Length Estimation: The frequency model [22] is a
common option, which assumes a linear relation between step
frequency (f ) and step length (s), i.e., s = a · f + b, where
a, b ∈ R are subject-dependent constants to be discovered
by linear regression. For example, a 1.76 m, 65 kg male
subject is told to walk along a 100 m straight track with
casual walking, fast walking, and running speeds. The step
frequency and length can be derived from the number of
steps detected. Then, a linear regression algorithm is applied
to find the optimal values of a and b. Table I shows 12
training sets from the same subject. The regressed result is
s = 0.877f − 0.931. Afterwards, the subject was told to walk
along a 60 m rectangular path at different speeds to test the
accuracy of this model. Table II shows the distance errors.
3) Step Orientation: Both compass and gyroscope can
measure step orientation. According to our observation, compass is suitable for measuring mid to long-term orientations,
while gyroscope is suitable for measuring short-term changes.
However, compasses may be affected by local magnetic fields,

step freq. f (Hz)
step length s (m)
error distance (m)

Casual
1.88
0.72
0.53

Fast walk
2.04
0.88
1.21

A

60 M

CORRIDOR .

Running
2.56
1.31
3.20

and gyroscopes may suffer from biases. We apply the gyrocompass fusion technique in [23], which is an improvement
of [24] using magnetometers. The device orientation can be
obtained using a complementary filter to combine compassaccelerometer orientation with gyroscope integration, which is
shown in Fig. 6. The compass orientation readings are passed
through a low-pass filter to extract long-term trend, where the
gyroscope integration values are passed through a high-pass
filter to extract short-term dynamics. Then, we sum up the two
filtered components to form the fused orientations. With this
approach, we can obtain the row, pitch and azimuth angles
of the phone with respect to the global frame. This means
that the users can first align their phones faced up toward
their forward direction, and start the tracking process. Then,
they can mount the phones on any fixed locations (e.g., in the
pocket), since the orientation change before the first step and
after the tracking started can be calculated. Afterwards, the
averaged azimuth value during a step event i is reported as
the detected orientation θi .
B. RF Fingerprinting Module
The RF fingerprinting has been widely used, so we only
review it briefly. It typically consists of a calibration phase
and a positioning phase. In the calibration phase, we create a
set of sampling points on the map and collect the received
signal strength (RSS) of the beacons at each point. These
RSS fingerprints are stored into a database called radio map.
Specifically, given a set of m beacons {a1 , a2 , ..., am }, and a
set of n sampling locations {`1 , `2 , ..., `n }, the measurement
at location `i is feature vector vi = [vi,1 , vi,2 , ..., vi,m ], where
vi,j is the averaged RSS of beacon aj at location `i .
During the positioning phase, a device compares its RSS
observation vector Z = [z1 , z2 , ..., zm ] against the radio map.
Compass-acc.
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TABLE III
M2M

ACOUSTIC RANGING ERROR AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES .

Distance (m)
Avg. err (cm)
Max. err (cm)

0.5
3.6
11.2

1.0
6.4
15.4

2.0
8.6
14.7

3.0
11.9
17.2

4.0
13.3
25.1

5.0
23.4
55.2

6.0
29.7
60.1

7.0
37.6
81.3

For each vi in the radio map, we evaluate the normalized
Euclidean dissimilarity between Z and vi by:
v
uX
m
1 u
t
d(Z, vi ) =
(zj − vi,j )2 .
(1)
·
m
j=1
Then, we apply the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) method to
generate our location indicator. The top k candidate locations,
denoted as `∗1 , `∗2 , ..., `∗k , whose corresponding vi∗ s cause the
lowest dissimilarities, are selected and weighted to derive the
following RF location indicator:
!−1
k
k
X
X
1
`∗k
·
.
(2)
`RF =
∗ 2
∗ 2
i=1 [d(Z, vi )]
i=1 [d(Z, vi )]

we use subject X’s particle filter to explain the operations in
details. In the Particle Sampling stage, the filter relocates X’s
particles according to the displacement indicator dX
i s. In the
Particle Weighting stage, the filter rates the credibility values
of X’s particles according to the RF location indicator `X
RF and
ranging indicator dXY . Then, in the Particle Resampling stage,
a new particle set is created for the next iteration based on the
credibility values of current particles.
For subject X, let us denote its particle set at time t by
X
X
P X (t) = {pX
1 (t), p2 (t), ..., pNp (t)}, where Np is the predefined cardinality of the particle set. Each particle pX
j (t) ∈
P X (t) is associated with two properties:
•
•

X
pX
j (t).loc: the location of pj (t) in the sensing field, and
X
pj (t).wt: the credibility/weight of the particle.

The system updates the particle set iteratively. Suppose that
at time ti , there is a new displacement indicator dX
i . Let the
previous (or the initial) particle set be P X (ti−1 ), the update
process works as follows:
Particle Sampling: It takes particle set P X (ti−1 ) as input
and moves each particle by the displacement indicator dX
i :

C. M2M Encounter Module
We assume that there is an encounter service, which can
instruct a set D of nearby devices to conduct a ranging
procedure. In our implementation, D may contain a small
set of devices whose inter-device distances (based on their
estimated locations) are within 7 m and among which some
devices’ estimated locations have low confidence. We choose
7 m to be our maximum range because the ranging signal may
not be clearly recorded beyond this range. Our goal is to ask
these devices to range each other so as to conduct inter-PF
calibrations. In our own experience, |D| = 2 or 3 is already
quite effective.
The service may keep identifying the sets of devices to
conduct ranging actions. Whenever a new set D is identified,
it constructs an acoustic signal broadcast schedule SD =
{(d1 , s1 , t1 ), (d2 , s2 , t2 ), ..., (d|D| , s|D| , t|D| )} and notify each
device dx ∈ D to transmit a unique identity tone sx at time
tx . After the schedule execution is completed, each device
dx ∈ D is able to estimate its distance to each other device
dy ∈ D, denoted as dXY . This is the ranging indicator to PF.
Note that acoustic ranging has been well studied in [25].
There are no difficulties to implement acoustic ranging on
current smartphones. In our experiment, it takes about 0.14 s
for ranging among 3 devices and the maximum errors are
between 0.08 m and 0.80 m, as shown in Table III.
D. Particle Filter
The particle filter (PF) technique is developed based on
the Monte Carlo method [5]. Comparing to the Kalman filter,
the PF is capable of handling non-Gaussian measurements,
conditions and observations such as the physical indoor structure. But the PF has a higher computational cost, since it
needs to take multiple samples (particles) and process their
weights and locations. The PF data fusion designs are realized
in one iterative process, namely: Particle Sampling, Particle
Weighting and Particle Resampling, as shown in Fig. 3. Here,

X
~X εi , ∀j ∈ [1, Np ],
pX
j (ti ).loc = pj (ti−1 ).loc + di + ~

(3)

2
where ~εi = N 2 (0, σIM
U ) is a random Gaussian displacement
vector to represent the estimation noise with standard deviation σIM U . Then, we check whether such movement from
PjX (ti−1 ).loc to PjX (ti ).loc is reasonable. Specifically, we
draw a segment PjX (ti−1 ).loc, PjX (ti ).loc. If the segment is
obstructed by any insurmountable obstacles or boundaries in
the physical floor plan, we consider it unreasonable and set
pX
j (ti ).wt = 0; otherwise, we keep the previous weight, i.e.,
PjX (ti ).wt ← PjX (ti−1 ).wt.
Particle Weighting: Next, we further rate the particles according to more observations, namely, location and ranging
indicators, if any. Specifically, we design two weighting funcX
X
(·). Note that these two indicators
tions: Wloc
(·) and Wran
are opportunistically depending on the availability of RF
fingerprinting and encountering events in the environment. If
X
there are no such pending indicators, we simply let Wloc
(·) = 1
X
and Wran (·) = 1 for all particles belong to X. Otherwise, we
let `X
RF and dXY be the most recent pending indicators.
X
Based on `X
RF , the function Wloc (·) rates each particle
X
X
Pj (ti ) by its location to `RF using a Gaussian kernel:

X X
Wloc
(`RF , j)

X 2
kpX
j (ti ).loc − `RF k
= exp −
2
2σloc

!
,

(4)

where σloc is a system parameter representing the error model
of RF localization process. So a particle has a higher credibility value as it is closer to the RF fingerprinting observation.
Based on dXY , we first assume for simplicity that device
X has only one encountering event with another device Y .
Let P Y (ti ) be the current particle set of subject Y . For each
particle pX
j (ti ) of X, we use particles of Y to calibrate its
X
weight. Specifically, for each pair of pX
j (ti ) ∈ P (ti ) and
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(5)

X
Wran
({X, Y }, j) =

Np
X
 XY

wran (j, k, ti ) · pYk (ti ).wt .

(6)

k=1

If multiple encountering events occur simultaneously, we
can generalize the impact of M2M ranging on X’s particles
by referring all other subjects’ particle sets that X has encountered. Let D, |D| ≥ 2 be the set of devices that participate the
encountering events. We can derive the weighting factor of
X
pX
j (ti ) ∈ P (ti ) induced by ranging as follow:
X
Wran
(D, j) =

Y

Np
X
 XY

wran (j, k, ti ) · pYk (ti ).wt .

(7)

Y ∈D−X k=1

Finally, the weight pX
j (ti ).wt is updated by taking the two
rating functions mentioned above into account:
X
X X
X
pX
j (ti ).wt ← pj (ti ).wt × Wloc (`RF , j) × Wran (D, j).

(8)

In our implementation, we filter out the encountering indicators with high particle divergence (e.g., the particle sets with
standard deviation greater than 3 m) to prevent data pollutions
caused by subjects with high location uncertainties. Handling
an encountering event of two devices with 1,500 particles takes
about 0.047 s on server with an Intel i5 CPU.
Particle Resampling: This module has two functions: 1) calculate the subject’s current location and 2) redistribute the
particle set according to their weights. For subject X, the
X
location output `X
P F is the weighted centre P (ti ), i.e.,

PNp  X
X
j=1 pj (ti ).loc × pj (ti ).wt
X
`PF =
.
(9)
PNp X
j=1 pj (ti ).wt
X
After reporting `X
PF , we redistribute P (ti ) for the next
X
iteration. Since the particles in P (ti ) are weighted in the
previous steps, continuously using them would result in a large
number of degenerated particles with extremely low credibility. The redistribution is done through a random process. We
define a tentative set T = ∅ and generate Np new particles
into it by repeating the following operations Np times:
X
• Randomly pick a particle in P (ti ) such that the
X
probability that a particle pj (ti ) being selected is
PNp X
pX
j (ti ).wt/
k=1 pk (ti ).wt.
X
• Insert the selected particle pj (ti ) into T . This particle
X
inherits the location of pj (ti ) but carries a uniform
credibility of Np−1 .
Intuitively, T is a reproduction of P X (ti ) based on the original credibilities of the particles. Finally, we replace P X (ti )
by T for the next particle filter iteration.

12.71𝑚
2.7𝑚

where σran is a system parameter representing the error tolerance level of M2M ranging. Considering that all the particles
pYk (ti ) ∈ P Y (ti ), which sample Y ’s location distribution, have
X
impact on the weight of pX
j (ti ), the weight Wran induced by
the ranging indicator can be calculated as:

ℓ0𝐴

30.15𝑚

pYk (ti ) ∈ P Y (ti ), we define a (Gaussian kernel) weight:


2
X (t ).loc, pY (t ).loc − d
p
XY 
i
j
k i

XY
wran
(j, k) = exp −
,
2
2σran

50.85𝑚

Fig. 7.

Simulation of our collaborative localization in a U-shape hallway.

IV. S IMULATIONS AND E XPERIMENTS
First, we present some simulations in a simplified U-shape
hallway. Then we show our validation results in a real Ushape floor in an office building. Finally, we present our
extended simulation results in more complicated environments
with more concurrent users and devices.
A. Simulations in a U-shape Hallway
We simulate our collaborative localization scheme with two
subjects in a 30.15 m×50.85 m U-shape hallway as illustrated
in Fig. 7. We deploy six ZigBee beacons in the right part of
the hallway, while the left part contains no such infrastructure. The errors of step length, step orientation, and M2M
encountering are modeled by N (0, (0.25 m)2 ), N (0, (15◦ )2 )
and N (0, (0.4 m)2 ), respectively. The deviation values for
human walking model are obtained from a 100-m corridor
by a male subject of 1.76 m and 65 kg. The encountering
distance deviation is obtained from 100 ranging trials in a
straight corridor within 7 m. For the RF fingerprinting module
in Section III-B, we apply the log-distance path loss (LDPL)
model [26]. It is applied to generate both the RF radio map
and the observations during users’ online localization stages:
 
d
2
P (d) = P (d0 ) + 10γ log10
+ N (0, σRSS
),
(10)
d0
where P (d) is the RSS in decibel-milliwatt (dBm) at distance
d from the transmitting beacon (P (d0 ) = −60 dBm), γ = 2.6
is the path loss exponent, d0 = 1 m is the reference distance,
and σRSS = 14.1 dBm is the noise model for RSS measurement
in a typical office building. In addition, we choose k = 3 for
the k-NN method to generate our location indicators.
Two simulated subjects A and B traverse along the hallway
in opposite directions, taking 140 and 146 steps, respectively.
According to the configuration, subject A is initially covered
by some ZigBee beacons while B is not. But after they
pass by each other at the centre of the hallway, A enters
the region without ZigBee infrastructure while B can enjoy
the location indicators afterwards. We design three simulation
sets to observe the quality of localization when different
combinations of indications are provided: a) A and B enable
IMU and their ZigBee interfaces, but disable encountering;
b) A and B disable their ZigBee interfaces, but enable IMU
and encountering; and c) A and B enable IMU, ZigBee and
encountering. The setting b) is the replica of [1], where the
WiFi fingerprinting is replaced by ZigBee.
We discuss our simulation results in three aspects:
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60

(a) A, step 69, error ' 3.548 m

(b) A, step 71, error ' 0.396 m

(c) B, step 70, error ' 3.360 m

(d) B, step 72, error ' 1.425 m

(b) Subject B

Location error for subjects A and B, in different simulation cases.
TABLE IV
I MPACT OF RF

FINGERPRINTING ON LOCATION ERROR .

Epoch\Error\Configuration
I
Step
Error (m)
Initial
condition
Avg. ∆err/step
II
Step
Before
Error (m)
st
1 corner
Avg. ∆err/step
III
Step
Error (m)
After
2nd corner Avg. ∆err/step

Subject A
set. b)
set. c)
1-3
4.118
3.871
-0.079
-0.082
4-33
3.218
0.980
-0.041
-0.071
108-140
4.901
4.139
0.071
0.058

Subject B
set. b)
set. c)
1-3
3.848
4.010
-0.025
-0.040
4-33
3.086
3.595
-0.052
-0.056
113-145
3.634
1.374
0.057
0.024

1) Impact of RF Fingerprinting: According to Fig. 7, A’s
starting location `A
0 lies inside the ZigBee coverage while B’s
`B
does
not.
Therefore,
we compare the location errors of
0
both subjects in settings b) and c), we see the impact of RF
localization in Table IV in terms of location error and the
error changing rate. The RF fingerprinting provides a mediocre
location indication to the system and prevents particles from
drastic dispersion over time. In the initial epoch (steps 1-3)
both A and B have location errors around 4 m in all three
cases. After A acquires the first RF location at step 3 before
entering the corner region (steps 4-33), A’s average location
error drops significantly to 0.980 m while B’s error is still
approximately 3.218 m. Later, after both subjects make the
second turn, RF prevents B’s particles from dispersing over
time, while A benefits no such advantage; the error changing
rate for B is 0.024 m/step, while that for A is 0.55 m/step.
2) Impact of Corners and Boundaries: During steps 30-40,
both A and B enjoy boosts in accuracy and precision when
turning around the corners because those particles colliding

Fig. 10. Distributions of A’s and B’s particles in setting c) before and after
the first encountering event.

into walls are given zero weights. Such particles are forced
to be resampled to other locations with higher weights. For
example, consider B’s particles set. Since B is not covered
by RF in the beginning of the simulation, the first location
indication detectable by B is purely provided by corners and
boundaries. In Fig. 8(b), during steps 30-40, B experiences
−2.561 m, −2.553 m, and −1.970 m error drops after turning
around at the left corner in settings a), b), and c), respectively.
Similarly, A is not covered by RF in the later period of
the simulation, the impact of boundaries can be observed
during steps 110-120. The error drops at the right corner
are −2.326 m, −2.669 m, and −2.943 m in settings a),
b), and c), respectively. To visualize the impact of corners
and boundaries, we present four snapshots of B’s particles in
setting a) around the left corner in Fig. 9.
3) Impact of Encountering: In our simulation design, A
and B encounter near the centre of the hallway where no RF
coverage exists. Intuitively, M2M ranging should reduce the
weights of particles lying too far away from the participants.
The impact of encountering events can be seen in Fig. 8 in
setting b) and c) during steps 68-75. The main effect is the
convergence of particle distribution. We observe significant
error drops of −4.187 m and −3.138 m by A and −1.955
m and −1.933 m by B in setting b) and c), respectively. In
Fig. 10, we show the distributions of A’s and B’s particles
before and after the encountering event in setting c).
B. Field Experiments

(a) Step 25, error ' 3.098 m

(b) Step 30, error ' 2.559 m

(c) Step 35, error ' 1.978 m

(d) Step 40, error ' 1.033 m

Fig. 9.

Distribution of B’s particles in setting a) nearby the left corner.

We conduct our field experiments on the 5th floor of the
Engineering Building C, National Chiao-Tung University, as
shown in Fig. 11. Six ZigBee beacons are deployed in the
northern side of the building. Totally 39 ZigBee sampling
locations are selected, from each of which we collect 20 RF
fingerprints to construct our radio map. Two subjects A and
B are asked to traverse in the same way as our simulation,
and encounter near the centre of the hallway. We test the same
three settings a), b), and c) as above to make comparisons.
We implement our collaborative localization algorithm in
Python 3.4 with flask RESTful API. Each user carries a prototype device, which is a Samsung Galaxy Nexus 2 smartphone
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The localization results of our field experiments.

bundled with a ZigBee transceiver. The phone can be mounted
everywhere on a user’s body, but the mounted location should
not be changed during the localization process. We collect
the motion estimation results, RF observations, and ranging
distances from the phone, and then transmit these data via
HTTP protocol using WiFi.
The localization results are shown in Fig. 12, where the
solid dots represent the estimated locations of the subjects,
and the circles show the standard deviations of the distributions
of the particles during localization. The results show that our
collaborative localization scheme (setting c), which utilizes
M2M encountering, generates results with higher certainty and
better convergence than settings a) and b). This effect can be
measured in terms of standard deviation of the particle set.
We make more detailed observations below. First, when
comparing Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(c) to Fig. 12(b), and similarly, Fig. 12(d) and Fig. 12(f) to Fig. 12(e), the benefits of
RF localization can be reflected directly on the condensed
circles on the northern side of the hallway. Since the RF
localization is disabled in setting b), the particles cannot be

pinned to any absolute locations on the map. Therefore, the
IMU noises will lower the certainty of estimated locations
over time. In Fig. 12(a), we can find two location correction
events when localizing A, which are caused by the first and
second RF localization results. These corrections are caused
by the adjustments of the locations and weights of the particles
using the RF locations indicators. Comparing A and B’s
particle distributions right after initialization, we observe that
B enjoys higher location certainty in Fig. 12(d) and Fig. 12(f)
than A in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(c) in the beginning due
to RF localization results. Later on, B stays in the region
without RF coverage; its particle distribution diverges over
time, as shown in Fig. 12(d)-12(f). Second, the effects of
corners and boundaries can be observed in all cases; both
subjects’ location certainties are increased after they make
turns around the corners. Finally, the effect of encountering
events can be observed in settings b) and c). We can find
two correction events in Fig. 12(b), Fig. 12(c), Fig. 12(e) and
Fig. 12(f) at the centre of hallway, along with the convergence
behaviours of the particle sets. These events are caused by the
M2M encountering events, which can reduce the weights of
the particles lying outside the encountering range.
Furthermore, a realistic experiment is conducted to observe
the performance of our system in a more complicated indoor
environment, in which we allow users A and B to move into
some rooms on the north side of the building. We set up six
ZigBee beacons on the north side of the building, and observe
the localization accuracy at 11 checkpoints. Among the 11
checkpoints, checkpoints 1-4 lie on the corridor region outside
the ZigBee coverage. Checkpoints 5-8 lie on the corridor
region within the ZigBee coverage. Checkpoints 9-11 are in
the rooms and lie within the ZigBee coverage. Both users
follow a cyclic path around the experiment regions for six
times, and they meet each other around checkpoints 5 and 6.
User A’s starting location is on checkpoint 5, and B’s starting
location is on checkpoint 1. Fig. 13 shows A and B’s tracked
trajectories in the first of the six times, along with the locations
of beacons and the checkpoints. The statistics are shown in
Fig. 14, where Fig. 14(a) shows the CDF of localization errors
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The maps used in the comprehensive simulations.

of both subjects in six times, and Fig. 14(b) shows the average
error distance on each checkpoint.
We further observe the localization results according to
the characteristics of checkpoints. On checkpoints 1-4, the
average localization error is about 4.375 m. This is because
checkpoints 1-3 are not covered by the ZigBee infrastructure,
and only one or two beacons can be discovered on checkpoint
4. This result shows the quality of localization by fusing only
IMU data with the floor plan. On checkpoints 5-8, the average
localization error is about 1.221 m. One can observe that with
the fusion of ZigBee infrastructure, the localization error is
greatly reduced. Furthermore, the average localization error is
only 1.025 m due to the occurrences of the encountering events
between checkpoints 5 and 6, while the average error becomes
1.472 m on checkpoints 7 and 8. Finally on checkpoints 911, the average localization error is about 2.944 m. The drop
in localization accuracy is caused by the complex furniture
structures and walls inside the rooms. The fluctuation of the
ZigBee signals is much more significant under this condition.
Generally speaking, our fusion mechanism performs its best
when it has the richest sensing information to process. In this
realistic experiment, we achieve an overall localization error
of 2.401 m, and 80% of the errors are below 3.704 m.
C. More Comprehensive Simulations
Next, we show more comprehensive simulation results
with more subjects. We consider two environments: U-shape
hallway and office-reception area, as shown in Fig. 15. We
define 10 moving paths1,2 in each environment, which are
denoted as R1 -R10 . Each path consists of a sequence of line
segments passing some way-points in Fig. 15. Each segment
contains a set of footprints. However, each actual footprint
may drift away by a random noise vector from the designed
path. We then generate 4 or 10 users, and each user picks a
moving path randomly and traverses on the path back and
forth for 10 minutes. We model the encountering distance
as N (4 m, (0.25 m)2 ) or N (7 m, (0.40 m)2 ). Whenever two
1 Ten paths in the U-shape hallway: R = [r , r , r , r ]; R = [r , r ,
1
1
3
7
5
2
5
7
r3 , r1 ]; R3 = [r7 , r3 , r1 , r3 ]; R4 = [r3 , r7 , r5 , r7 ]; R5 = [r4 , r3 , r1 , r3 ,
r4 ]; R6 = [r4 , r7 , r5 , r7 , r4 ]; R7 = [r6 , r7 , r3 , r1 , r2 ]; R8 = [r2 , r3 , r7 ,
r5 , r6 ]; R9 = [r2 , r1 , r3 , r7 , r6 ]; and R10 = [r6 , r5 , r7 , r3 , r2 ].
2 Ten paths in the office-reception area: R = [r , r , r , r , r ,
1
33
23
24
29
28
r33 ]; R2 = [r3 , r26 , r24 , r16 , r18 , r8 ]; R3 = [r35 , r16 , r15 , r5 , r4 ]; R4 =
[r2 , r29 , r30 , r36 , r37 ]; R5 = [r1 , r2 , r24 , r25 , r30 , r27 , r23 ]; R6 = [r37 ,
r35 , r24 , r29 , r31 , r26 ]; R7 = [r23 , r24 , r16 , r15 , r11 , r15 , r18 , r8 ]; R8
= [r26 , r24 , r29 , r30 , r32 , r30 , r28 , r34 ]; R9 = [r4 , r6 , r20 , r19 , r10 , r11 ,
r15 , r16 ]; and R10 = [r9 , r7 , r21 , r22 , r14 , r13 , r17 , r16 ].
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The CDF of standard deviation in the comprehensive simulation.

users are within the distance, an encountering event occurs.
The standard deviation error model for step length, orientation
and RF location are the same as those in Section IV-A.
We configure four advance simulation settings: a) U-shape
hallway with 4 subjects, b) U-shape hallway with 10 subjects,
c) office-reception area with 4 subjects, and d) office-reception
area with 10 subjects. We consider 4 schemes: pure IMU localization, IMU with RF location indicator, collaborative scheme
with 4 m encountering range, and collaborative scheme with
7 m encountering range. We observe the quality of locations
in the last 6 of the 10 minutes to reduce the impact of starting
unknown conditions and collect stable results.
Fig. 16 shows the CDF of localization errors, and Fig. 17
exhibits the CDF of standard deviations In Table V and
Table VI, we show the number of encountering events, the
average error, standard deviation, and some comparison data
in different configurations.
Overall, we see that the proposed collaborative localization
method utilizing M2M encountering outperforms the other
schemes in all cases. Compared to the others, our scheme
improves location accuracy (in terms of errors) by 23-32% in
the U-shape hallway, and 15-25% in the office-reception area.
The improvement in location precision (in terms of standard
deviation) is about 10-22% in the U-shape hallway, and 1629% in the office-reception area. Furthermore, by adding more
subjects and extending the encountering distance to 7 m, the
events of M2M encountering are also increased. This effect
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TABLE V
L OCATION ERROR OF THE ADVANCED SIMULATION SETS .
Set

Conf.

(a)
U-shape
4 subj.
(b)
U-shape
10 subj.
(c)
Office
4 subj.
(d)
Office
10 subj.

IMU+RF
+Enc.4m
+Enc.7m
IMU+RF
+Enc.4m
+Enc.7m
IMU+RF
+Enc.4m
+Enc.7m
IMU+RF
+Enc.4m
+Enc.7m

individ.
enc.frq.
-0.10 Hz
0.19 Hz
-0.29 Hz
0.59 Hz
-0.08 Hz
0.13 Hz
-0.23 Hz
0.44 Hz

Avg. err.(m)
(improve%)
1.94
1.48 (23.7%)
1.47 (24.2%)
2.04
1.57 (23.1%)
1.38 (32.4%)
2.59
2.19 (15.4%)
2.11 (18.5%)
2.52
2.01 (20.2%)
1.89 (25.0%)

70%
err.(m)
2.48
2.01
1.89
2.65
2.03
1.72
3.04
2.70
2.54
3.06
2.48
2.30

90%
err.(m)
3.60
3.15
2.87
4.19
3.24
2.84
4.51
3.81
3.74
4.45
3.68
3.48

TABLE VI
L OCATION DEVIATION OF THE ADVANCED SIMULATION SETS .
Set

Conf.

(a)
U-shape
4 subj.
(b)
U-shape
10 subj.
(c)
Office
4 subj.
(d)
Office
10 subj.

IMU+RF
+Enc.4m
+Enc.7m
IMU+RF
+Enc.4m
+Enc.7m
IMU+RF
+Enc.4m
+Enc.7m
IMU+RF
+Enc.4m
+Enc.7m

individ.
enc.frq.
-0.10 Hz
0.19 Hz
-0.29 Hz
0.59 Hz
-0.08 Hz
0.13 Hz
-0.23 Hz
0.44 Hz

Avg. dev.(m)
(improve%)
2.02
1.82 (9.9%)
1.79 (11.4%)
1.94
1.60 (17.5%)
1.51 (22.2%)
2.69
2.26 (16.0%)
2.23 (17.1%)
2.66
2.11 (20.7%)
1.89 (28.9%)

70%
dev.(m)
2.24
2.04
1.99
2.17
1.77
1.29
2.90
2.51
2.51
2.88
2.29
2.10

90%
dev.(m)
2.61
2.31
2.30
2.46
1.98
1.60
3.49
2.93
2.90
3.52
2.69
2.45

can be observed by the increment of encountering frequency.
As the encounter frequency rises, users can enjoy more opportunities to converge their localization results, especially for
those who observe only few other indicators. Such benefits can
be observed in the drops in both location errors and deviations
when increasing the number of subjects and the distance of
encountering. This provides clear evidence that the M2M
encountering events can be applied to localization systems as
means to provide relative location calibration assistances.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this research, we propose to use opportunistic M2M
encountering events among users to provide additional location
indicators for localization systems. Based on the particle
filter fusion technique, we devise a collaborative localization
scheme that integrates traditional step-and-heading model on
IMU processing, RF fingerprint localization and the proposed
M2M encountering events. Then, we realize the collaborative
localization scheme using Java RESTful web service on PC
and Android localization applications on smartphones. We
perform two sets of simulations in a U-shape hallway and an
office-reception area. The result is also verified by real experiments in our campus. From our simulations and experiments,
it is validated that our collaborative localization scheme, which
utilizes the additional encountering events to increase both accuracy and confidence of the locations, has better localization
quality than the conventional schemes, proving the usefulness
and feasibility of the M2M encountering events. We believe

that this concept can also be applied to other localization
algorithms and even to domains other than localization.
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